Text of two "You've Got a Friend in Pennsylvania" musical tourism spots, April 2, 1980 (03:35)

Ad one:

>> Find yourself a sunrise in an Allegheny sky
You wander through the laurel with a trout stream by your side
You're lookin' down a valley that never seems to end
And even though you're all alone, you know you've got a friend

>> Pennsylvania

>> It doesn't matter where you go
It doesn't matter when
You have that feeling deep inside that says you've found a friend
And even though you're all alone, you hear it on the wind
When you're in Pennsylvania, you know you've got a friend

>> Pennsylvania

>> You're standin' in the Erie sand the waves keep rollin' in
Walkin' 'round in Hershey Park and watchin' people grin
You're travelin' through the Poconos the beauty makes you sigh
You hope you always say hello and never say goodbye

Ad two:

>> You've got a friend

>> You've got a friend

>> In Pennsylvania

>> In Pennsylvania

>> You've got a friend

>> You've got a friend

>> In Pennsylvania

>> In Pennsylvania

>> You've got a friend

>> You've got a friend
In Pennsylvania
In Pennsylvania
You've got a friend
You've got a friend
In Pennsylvania
In Pennsylvania

We got rollin' hills and rivers by the score
From the Poconos to the sunny Erie shore
There's more to see and do some surprises, too
We'll entertain ya in Pennsylvania

Everywhere you go you get a nice "Hello Hey, great to see you
That's how we treat ya
You've got a friend in Pennsylvania
You've got a friend in Pennsylvania
You've got a friend